
Art Cox’s Detailing Tech Session 
 
Please read before attending the tech session. 
 

Here's the "copy" which I'd like posted on the website registration page: 

Of course the day and time, plus the address is 8 Boulder Circle, North Falmouth, 

MA 02556 and my cell phone is 508-769-2388. 

The basic procedure for high quality detailing any vehicle is pretty much the same. Once you’ve 
removed and/or taped over all rings, jewelry, metal buttons and belt buckles, etc., it starts by rinsing 
the vehicle to remove accumulated loose dirt and dust, followed by hand washing using a 
compatible automotive detergent (we learned that dish soaps, etc. are strictly verboten!), followed 
by more rinsing to completely remove dirt, dust, and soap. The next step is to touch the paint 
surface to discover that, although it may look clean, it may not feel clean. So, while keeping the 
surface wet, a paint clay bar or clay mitt is rubbed across the surface to remove small, ‘invisible’ 
contaminants that are still ‘stuck’ to the paint and/or a previously applied protective coating like 
sealant or wax. The only way to learn how to do this, and maybe believe that it works great, is to 
actually do it. Repeating the surface touch test will prove the concept. 

Now that the vehicle is quite clean, it’s time for paint correction (a.k.a. polishing). A thorough 
surface inspection should indicate if the overall paint condition is good, fair, or poor. If it’s bad 
enough to require major abrasive compounding, then maybe it should be turned over to a 
professional for correction. In our case we can deal with fair and good paint surfaces which we can 
optimize pretty well with a mildly abrasive polish followed by an even milder polish and then a glaze 
and wax, or to apply a two-in-one or three-in-one polish and glaze and wax or other finish coating. 
This can be done by hand or machine. In our case we learned to properly use an appropriate 
automotive machine polisher (there are other miscellaneous polishing machines which can do 
damage). So, again, the only really good way to learn how to do this, gain the right experience, and 
prove it to oneself, is to actually do it. 

The following is a short video which summarizes quick detailing using clay, a random orbital buffer 
and a couple of application pads: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJRGHyfIVX4  

There are three attachments I'd like folks to print and/peruse before we start, pertaining to car 
washing, car detailing, and the ABC's of paint correction. 

I'd like everybody to bring a clay bar or clay mitt, available pretty much anywhere that carries 
automotive cleaning supplies and, optionally, any cleaner, polish, wax, buffer, etc. you're 
comfortable using when detailing your cars. If you're going to work on your car, please hand wash 
it the day before, if possible. 
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